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The owners of the "Glendale Federal" complex have submitted design' ~ r new signage
on both the tower at 40 I N Brand and the annex structure at 12 I W Lexington. The new
signage on both structures will read "Hollywood Production enter", reflecting the
present tenancy and commercial use of the building. Approval of the sign is the
rcsponsibility of the Planning Director. However, because the Tower at 401 N Brand has
been detennined eligible for the Califomia Register, the proposal is being referred to the
Commi ion for advice and comment.

Historic tatus
The Glendale Federal tower at 40 I N Brand Blvd, designed by William A Sarmiento in
1959, has been officially determined eligible for the Califomia Register by the tate
Historic Resources Commission. The Annex building at 121 W Lexington wa not
detcrmincd eligible for the Califomia Register, and neither building is on the Glendale
I egister.

Approval Authority for iglls 011 Historic Resources
Per Title 15 of ity Municipal Code the placement of signs on historic structures is
specifically grantcd to staff (Permit Services Administrator or Director of Planning)
along with minor alterations to historic resources, defined as an "alteration to a structure
which docs not conflict with the historic integrity of the historic resource and doe not
involve an addition of squarc footage or modification of an existing structure excccding
four hundred (400) square feet of building area or modification of more than one
thousand (1,000) quare feet of site area within a historic resource." The Historic
Pre ervation Commission's authority is major altcrations to historic resourccs 
"altcration to a structure or site which doe not conflict with the hist ric integrity of the
historic rcsourcc which exceeds the size speci ficmion for minor alterations."



"Glendale Federal" Complex -Proposed Signs

However, as described below, the placement and design of signs on this structure has a
clear relationship to the architecture of thc building and some of its character-defining
fcatures.

Original and '>roposed ignage
Whcn it first opened in 1959, ignage rcading "Glcndale Federal Savings" was located on
the building, on cither side of the rcd bri k "fin" at the corner of Brand and Lcxington.
The lettering was arranged in a single vertical column and consisted of a wide, flat,
minimalist typeface in capital letters. The column of text was positioned toward the top
and outside edge of the fin, and visually emphasized the vertical character of the
architecture, even aligned with the rooftop flagpole. A such, the original signage
provided further emphasis to the vertical "fin". Later, when the Annex structure was
completed, identical signage was located on the red brick stair tower facing Orange
Street. (See Exhibit A photos). Thi signage is no longer on the building.

The proposed signage will read "Hollywood Production Center" and include a movie-reel
/ clipboard icon. The signage will be located in five locations: on both sides of the red
brick "fin" facing the corner of Brand and Lexington; on both ides of the red brick tair
tower facing Orange Street; and across the parapet of the Annex structure's Lexington
facade. At this point, Planning staff ha not reviewed the proposed signs for compliance
with the Zoning Code's provisions for signs. (See Exhibit B illustrations)

Like the original "Glendale Federal Savings" signs, the proposed signs on the red brick
"fins" will be vertically arrangcd. In other features, however, the proposed signs will
differ from the original. The font is not a minimal modernist typeface, but is consistent
with the corporate identity of the Hollywood Production Center, which uses the same font
as the Hollywood sign. Additionally, the text will be arranged in a two-column fonnat,
with "Hollywood" in a larger, all capitallypeface with an adjacent column reading
"Production Centcr" in smaller sized lelters that mix lower-ca e and upper-case type. As
noted above, signage is also proposed on the Annex parapet (in a conventional horizontal
fom,at).

Role of the Historic Preservation Commission
Among other responsibilitie , the Historic Preservation Commission's duty is "to grant or
deny application for pem1its for demolition, or major alterations of historic resources"
(Section 2.76. I00 of the Municipal Code). As mentioned above, the addition of the signs
is a not a major alteration, and therefore the Commission has no official authority in this
case. NoncUlCles, considering the historic characteristics of the ign placement as
dcscribed ab ve, the Staff seeks the input and comments of the Commission on the
proposed signs.

EXIHBITS
.- Photographs of original signage (·xhibit A)
- Proposed Signage (Exhibit B)
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EXHIBIT A
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Signs on the Tower at 40 I N Brand Blvd
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EXHIBIT A

Signs on the Annex at 121 W Lexington
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"HOLLYWOOD"
Material: Formed Plastic
Font: Eurosly1e Bold Size: 48' Depth 2.00" Color: White
combination Installation (combinations have pads at the bottom and
pad/studs combination at the top of the letter.

lip e"
Material: Formed Plastic
Font: Avant Garde Med Size: 42" Depth 2" Color: White
combination Installation (combinations have pads at the bottom and
pad/studs combination at the top of the letter.

"roduction enter"
Material: Formed Plastic
Font: Eurosly1e Bold Size: 26' Depth 2' Color: Dark Blue
combination Installation (combinations have pads at the bottom and
pad/studs combination at the top of the letter.

"LOGO"
Material: Formed Plastic
Size: 48.00" x57" Depth 2"
combination Installation (combinations have pads at the bottom and
pad/studs combination at the top of the letter.

Film Rail
Material: Aluminum
Size: 41' Depth 3/8" Color: Silver
Bolted to the wall
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